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Abstract
In Indonesia, family law is well regulated in law or government regulations. In this case, with the increasingly complex family law issues supported by divorce rates, which reached 398,245 in 2015, then in 2017, it increased to 415,898, and with the development of science and technology, so many problems arise both in terms of muamalah or family law itself. For this reason, structuring is needed through legal reform that makes it follow what is needed by the wider community. Starting from this, this paper will discuss the arrangement of Islamic family law and the dynamics of family law reform in Indonesia. This study aims to provide an overview of the arrangement of Islamic families and Islamic family law reform in Indonesia. This paper uses qualitative research methods that are library researching. The data in this article was obtained from books, journals, articles, magazines related to the structure and dynamics of family law reforms in Indonesia. After the data is collected, the writer analyzes with data analysis techniques, namely data reduction, data presentation, and concluding. The results of the study show that the structure and dynamics of family law in Indonesia, when viewed in the context of Islamic law reform, reveal a unique and problematic portrait of reform. It is said so because Indonesia applies three legal systems, namely customary law, Islamic law, and Western law.
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A. Introduction

Humans in fulfilling their rights and obligations towards fellow members of the community, of course, can not be separated from the bonds of dependence on each other. The bonds of dependentness, such as mutual help, help each other receive or provide services between each other, and also relate to others to meet the needs in life. Therefore it is essential for one coaching.¹

Islam attaches great importance to person and family coaching. The nobleness of morals in the person and families will create a harmonious society. Therefore, family law occupies a strategic position in Islamic law. Construction the law for individuals and families is closely related to the religious awareness and obedience of every Muslim.² Islamic family law always attracts attention to be discussed from time to time. In Indonesia, family law is well regulated in law or government regulations. In this case, with the increasingly complex family law issues supported by divorce rates, which reached 398,245 in 2015, then in 2017, it increased to 415,898³, and with the development of science and technology, so many problems arise both in terms of muamalah or family law itself. For this reason, structuring is

needed through legal reform that makes it follow what is needed by the wider community.

Although the renewal of Islamic law is seen as a necessity, it must be emphasized that the renewal of Islamic law, which includes all forms of muamalah is permitted by Islamic sharia, as long as it is not counter-productive to the soul and spirit of Islamic law itself. It is said so because Islamic law in the field of muamalah only regulates and establishes its main principles in general, while the details are left to humans to think about, provided they continue to depart from the basic principles desired by Islamic law itself. In this case, it can be said that the soul and principles of Islamic law are constant, permanent, stable, and do not change over time. However, the legal, technical, and branch events can undergo changes and renewal following the demands of the times.4

Family law, in general, can be interpreted as a law governing family ties. This kinship can occur because of blood ties, or it can occur because of a marriage. “This family relationship is significant because it is related to the relationship between parent and child”5, inheritance law, guardianship, and trust. Family law is defined as the overall rules that govern family relations. The purpose of kinship here is of two kinds, namely the first in terms of blood relations and the second in terms of marital relationships. Kinship, in terms of blood relations or can be called kinship, is a family relationship that exists between several people who have the same ancestor. Kinship due to marriage is a family relationship that occurs because

---


of a marriage between a person and a family that is not blood-related by his wife (husband).

Starting from the description above, this paper will discuss the arrangement of Islamic family law and the dynamics of family law reform in Indonesia. This study aims to provide an overview of the arrangement of Islamic families and Islamic family law reform in Indonesia. It is therefore expected to make the public understand the importance of structuring family laws in a country.

B. Research Methods

This article uses qualitative research methods that are library research. The data in this article was obtained from books, journals, articles, magazines related to the structure and dynamics of family law reforms in Indonesia. After the data is collected, the writer examines and understands the data related to the problem being studied to obtain the data sought and outlined in this article. Then after that, the authors analyze the data analysis techniques revealed by Miles and Huberman, namely “data reduction, data presentation, and concluding”.

C. Discussion

1. Arrangement of Family Law in Indonesia

Islamic family law sticking to the surface stems from the recognition Pengadilan Agama (PA) officially as one of the executor's “judicial power” in the rule of law through Article 10 of Law Number 14 of 1970. Furthermore, the position, authority, and organization have been regulated and elaborated in Law Number 7 of 1989, Law Number 3 of 2006 which has the authority to adjudicate certain cases: 1) marriage; 2) inheritance; 3) wills; 4) grants; 5) endowments; 6)

---

8Next sentence Pengadilan Agama in this article abbreviated with words PA only.
infaq; 7) shadaqah; 8) zakat; and 9) sharia economics, for Muslim residents. The fact that the existence of the PA has not been accompanied by a comprehensive set of positive legal tools or means and applies unification as a reference. Although the material law, which becomes the jurisdiction of the religious court, has been codified in Law Number 1 of 1974 and Government Regulation Number 9 of 1975, basically, the matters stipulated therein are the main points. As a result, judges who are supposed to refer to the law, then refer to the doctrine of the science of fiqh. Therefore, differences in legal decisions between the PA’s on the same issue are something that is understandable.

Islamic family law contained in a variety of legal rules, when examined in-depth, still contains many weaknesses as a logical consequence of the dynamics of life. Moreover, when faced with the needs and complexity of current society’s problems, efforts must be made to actualize them or renewal, such as the strengthening of currents requiring equality between men and women or removing gender-biased laws that tend to put women in subordinate positions. The assumption that needs to be built is that the unification of Islamic law is still needed for public benefit. The basis of usul fiqh used is ma layadraku kulluhu layutraku kulluhu. Do not throw away something because you cannot achieve a truly perfect whole. Absolute perfection exists only with Allah. In historical records in Indonesia, the issue of renewing family law had emerged long before independence was achieved. At the time of the Women’s Congress of 1928, this issue arose because of the many cases affecting women during marital life, such as underage marriages, forced marriages, polygamy, arbitrary divorce, and ignoring women’s rights and so on. In 1937, the Dutch colonial government drafted a modern marriage law called the marriage registration ordinance. This step was
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11Eko Setiawan, op.Cit., p. 142.
taken at the insistence of the women’s organizations that existed at the time. The registration of this marriage applies to the indigenous population. Arabic and Asian are not Chinese, which are in Indonesia. Remarkably, this ordinance establishes monogamous rules and gives equal divorce rights to women and men. Even so, this ordinance is only applied to those who choose the registration rules for their marriage.\textsuperscript{12}

In 1950, the marriage law, which coordinated all interfaith and racial interests in Indonesia, had not yet been owned by this country. The marriage ordinance based on monogamy was rejected by the government of the Republic of Indonesia. Previously there was a law in the Republic of Indonesia Government of 1946, which stipulated marriage registration, suggested disapproval of child marriages and forced marriages, suggested that marriage officials advise married couples about their rights, and try to prevent divorce by examining the problems of both disputing parties (husband and wife). Nevertheless, in practice, both child and forced marriages still occur frequently. As a result, the insistence on a marriage law that guarantees equal rights for all citizens continues to roll until the formation of the marriage commission in 1950. The marriage commission consists of religious experts, the majority of whom are men, as well as female leaders from various backgrounds, including among Catholics and also Muslims. In the process, the commission succeeded in designing a marriage law that could be used by all Indonesian citizens. However, in the design, marriage is based on mutual liking for both partners, and polygamy is permitted on strict terms and only with the partner’s religious agreement. There is an exciting thing that happens when the marriage commission arranges the period of the marriage law draft.\textsuperscript{13}


The government at that time announced Decree Number 19 of 1952 concerning the Rules for Pension Benefits for widows of civil servants. One of the decisions made was that in the case of polygamy, the retirement benefits were given twice the amount received by an employee’s “widow” to be shared equally with other wives with no more than four people. While for civil servants polymers, receive an additional salary. This means that polygamy is permitted and even supported by the state by using public money to pay the costs. This stipulation naturally reaps protests and demonstrations from a full circle of the women’s movement who fight for women’s rights. At that time, however, none of the Muslim women’s organizations participated, due to the lack of freedom of their relations with some religious organizations led by men.

Thus the effort to reform the family law continued until 1974. By several figures in a public hearing with Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat (DPR) At that time, demands were made and the formation of laws governing marriage, which must regulate matters including: 1) the existence of an agreement from the prospective husband and wife to prevent forced marriage; 2) the stipulation of the minimum age for marriage because of the importance of family welfare in marriage; 3) marriages based on monogamy with very strict exceptions; 4) equal rights in filing for a divorce between husband and wife; and 5) fair share of shared property in the event of a divorce. With these demands, finally, the desired rules were established through Law Number 1 of 1974 concerning Marriage. However, laws are normative rules that govern human behavior patterns.14

Therefore, the law should not close itself to renewal efforts, according to the needs and mutual benefit. Moreover, ideally, a law must always uphold the basic principles of Islam and the value of human rights, such as justice, benefit (maslahah), pluralism (al-ta’addudiy), democracy (al-dimuqraty), and equality (al-
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musawah), especially equality between men and women\textsuperscript{15}. Therefore, later demands for an amendment to Law Number 1 of 1974 concerning Marriage have returned to bloom. Not only in Indonesia, in various other Muslim countries also faced with the same demands, given the family law that applies in their country is still gender-biased and has not fulfilled the desire for shared justice. Not surprisingly, this family law reform effort has always been an issue of controversy in modern Muslim countries.

As a consequence, efforts to reform family law always face stiff resistance, especially from groups of religious authority owners, because changing family law is considered to change the essence of religion. Efforts to reform family law could be interpreted as defiance of Islamic law. As a result, not all Muslim-populated countries have renewed their family law until rolling in 1974.\textsuperscript{16} Arrangement of family law in Indonesia in addition to marriage in Law Number 1 of 1974 and Government Regulation Number 9 of 1975, also Kompilasi Hukum Islam (KHI) governing marital, inheritance and will matters, besides that there is also Law Number 41 of 2004 concerning endowments and so on.\textsuperscript{17}

2. Dynamication of Family Law Updating in Indonesia

Islamic law, as religious law, comes from the revelations of God guided by Muslims. However, there is currently a phenomenon of “assimilation” between Islamic law and positive law in Muslim countries. As Islamic law is legalized as a national law, this phenomenon occurs in many Muslim countries, which have long applied the western legal system. “In a country where the majority of the


\textsuperscript{16}Eko Setiawan, \textit{io.Cit.}, p. 141-146.

population is Muslim”\textsuperscript{18}, the aspiration to apply Islamic law as a national law is powerful, so that with the strategy of legalizing Islamic legal material in the form of legal drafting, it becomes a Rule of Law to be established as statutory law. The renewal of Islamic family law in Muslim countries continues to develop, starting from the beginning of the 20th century, especially related to marriage, divorce, and inheritance. This effort was started by Turkey (1917), then Lebanon (1919), Egypt (1920 and 1929), Jordan (1951), Syria (1953), and Tunisia were among the Muslim countries that experienced this phenomenon (1956)\textsuperscript{19}. Until 1996, there were only five countries in the Middle East that had not yet renewed marriage law, namely the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain, and Oman\textsuperscript{20}.

Munawir Syadzali is known as a figure who is very strong in encouraging the Muslim community to engage in honest and courageous \textit{ijtihad}\textsuperscript{21}. A well-known idea is about the need to change the law of inheritance, especially regarding the fairer and proportionate distribution of women. Indeed, when viewed from its objectives, the renewal of family law in general aims to improve the status of women in all aspects of life and family law, including inheritance. Although this purpose is not explicitly stated, the legal material formulated that the laws around family law are generally made respond to many demands on the status and position of women that are more just and equal.\textsuperscript{22}


\textsuperscript{19}Lathifah Munawarah, “Politik Hukum Keluarga Islam di Tunisia”, \textit{Jurnal Al-’Adl}, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2019, p. 78.


Another goal that Islamic countries have in renewing family law is legal unification. This law unification effort was carried out because the people adhered to various schools or even different religions. In Tunisia, for example, efforts to unify marriage law are aimed at all citizens regardless of religious differences. In addition to these goals, there are other objectives of efforts to renew family law, namely to respond to the demands of the times, where the demands of the times and the dynamics of the development of these societies are the result of global influences that affect almost all aspects of human life. In these family law reforms, efforts are generally focused on issues of personal status that are still governed by established Islamic law in several Muslim countries. To reduce the objections of conservatives, this renewal is often done indirectly through procedural channels. For example, the new law requires the requirement that marriage must be recorded in order to be legally valid and that the couple must have reached a certain minimum age, which is an attempt to obstruct early marriage and forced marriages. Concerning this issue, the idea of mujtahids emerged to carry out reforms in the law, especially in the case of *muamalah*, which concerns the interests of the people, in this case, also needed methods that are still relevant in terminating the law for the mujtahids.  

To find out about legal renewal, a renewal concept is needed first. In contemporary Islamic legal literature, the word renewal is used with the words reform, modernization, actualization, and so on. Various kinds of understanding of the new word and the reform above are accommodated in the terminology regarding changes in the law. Satjipto Rahardjo, for example, introduced the terminology on legal changes with legal reform, and even recently, according to Satjipto, the term ‘legal modernization’ was also used. Similar views expressed
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by Abdul Manan, according to him, the term is often used to refer to reform and reform, modernization, reactualization, deconstruction, reconstruction, tarjih, and tajdid. Of the several terms that are more appropriate to use is structuring the law so that it can adjust to changes in society. Among these words, the most widely used is the word reform. Reform comes from the English language “reformation”, which means to form or reorganize. Reform is the same as renewing, the origin of a new word with the meaning of repairing so that it becomes new or replacing with a new one, or the process of action, how to renew, the process of developing customs, and a new way of life.26

From the concept of reform above, it can be understood that what is meant by the renewal of Islamic law is as an effort or act through a specific process with full sincerity carried out by those who have competence and authority in the development of Islamic law (mujtahid) in ways that have been determined based on the rules of istinbath law are justified to make Islamic law more fresh and modern. Efforts to re-actualize Islamic teachings in the field of law are part of efforts to reform Islamic law, especially in the context of modern times today.27

In the context of Islamic law renewal in family law in Indonesia, a unique and problematic portrait of reform is also revealed. It is said so because Indonesia applies three legal systems, namely customary law, Islamic law, and Western law. These three legal systems, according to Hooker, there is no single legal system that sets aside each other. On the other hand, the same degree of enactment of the three legal systems does not always run in the same direction. However, in certain situations and conditions, sometimes these three legal systems conflict.28 The third conflict with the prevailing legal system in Indonesia eventually gave rise to

---

tension. The tension between the three has, in turn, become a severe problem in the renewal of Islamic law in family law in Indonesia, which is not single and independent. However, it is always configurative with the aspects that surround it.

Thus, the renewal of Islamic law in family law in Indonesia is not single and independent. However, it is always configurative with the aspects that surround it. Aspects related to the renewal of family law in Indonesia include:

1. Material Aspects

After the Indonesian people declared their independence on August 17, 1945, the renewal of legal material began. This was intended to replace the Dutch colonial inheritance law, which was contrary to the constitution of an independent Indonesian state. According to Hazairin, after the proclamation of Indonesian independence and the 1945 Constitution was made a State constitution, all the laws and regulations of the Dutch East Indies were no longer valid. The reality of Islamic law as a source of law in Indonesia places it in an existential position in the context of renewing family law material. At the very least, supported by two arguments, namely: First, Islamic family law is built on universal principles, so that it is possible to be translated substantively in the renewal of the Indonesian family law system. Second, the renewal of Islamic family law material in the family law system in Indonesia can be done by establishing Islamic family law material as legislation that applies positively.

2. Methodological Aspects

In the context of Islamic law reform, the methodological aspect is seen as a factor that determines the legal form (ijtihad result) carried out. Therefore, within the framework of Islamic family law reform in Indonesia that is in line with community legal awareness and following the characteristics of national law, several approaches can be used, namely:

a. Historical Approach

\[29\] Imam Syaukani, op. Cit., p. 81.
The historical approach is intended to determine the historical background of a legal product. The application of the historical approach in the renewal of family law in Indonesia can be seen in the provisions of article 2 paragraph 2 of Law Number 1 of 1974 concerning Marriage and article 6 paragraphs 1 and 2 of KHI, which regulates the provisions on marriage registration. In the books of classical fiqh, no provisions regarding marriage registration are found. According to Ahmad Rofiq that there were no provisions for marriage registration in classical fiqh books because, at that time, the level of trust of the Muslims was still high, so the possibility of marriage abuse was relatively little.\(^{30}\)

b. Maslahah Approach

The level of benefit of a formulation of Islamic family law reform in Indonesia should ideally be used as the spirit of every legal provision. Therefore, the provisions of marriage registration are seen as brilliant achievements of Islamic legal experts in Indonesia.\(^{31}\)

c. Social Reality approach

The conceptual approach to social reality is interpreted as an effort to reform the law by presenting an approach to social reality and other approaches simultaneously in formulating (istinbat) law.

3. Sociological Aspects

In the context of legal reform, the sociological aspect that continues to experience development from time to time is seen as one of the aspects that accompany the process of legal reform. The sociological aspects that accompany Islamic law reform in family law in Indonesia include:

a. Kinship institutions function as meeting the needs of the maintenance and development of offspring (reproduction).


\(^{31}\)Imam Syaukani, *op.Cit.*, p. 255.
b. Educational institutions serve as meeting the needs in socializing the beliefs, values, and rules adopted by one generation to the next generation.

c. Scientific institutions function as the fulfillment of needs in developing an understanding of God’s verses.

d. Political institutions serve as the fulfillment of the medium in carrying out a renewal of family law in Indonesia through political articulation in the life of society, nation, and state.

e. Legal institutions serve to provide juridical legitimacy of Islamic law reform in Indonesian family law. As it is known that the state constitution of the 1945 Constitution provides strong legitimacy for the renewal of Islamic family law to be established as national law.\(^{32}\)

Since the last thirty years, there have been significant changes to Islamic law in Indonesia. Changes have occurred since the birth of Law Number 1 of 1974 concerning Marriage and Government Regulation Number 9 of 1975, which was then followed by the enactment of several other laws and regulations in the following years. The reforms that occur are updates related to family law in the field of *fiqh*, which is shifted to the new values mentioned in the laws and regulations and the decision of the Religious Courts. Changes in Islamic law had occurred in specific fields due to the values contained in *fiqh* that are no longer able to provide solutions to new problems when *fiqh* was written by the jurists the new problems had not yet occurred or did not yet exist. Examples are marriages whose consent is made by telephone, giving heirs to heirs of different religions from heirs, placing adopted children as persons who can receive the heirs of hearing—mandatory wills, endowments in cash, and so on. At present, changes have taken place in various other fields due to the advancement of technology, information,
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industry and in various other fields of science. This encourages the state to regulate it in legislation so that chaos does not occur.\textsuperscript{33}

The renewal of Islamic law is an attempt to harmonize the understanding and application of Islamic teachings in the field of law with modern advancements while remaining based on Islamic teachings. The purpose of reforming Islamic family law, in general, can be grouped as follows: 1) Unification of marriage law. 2) Increased female status. 3) Response to the development and demands of the times. 4) Providing legal certainty for marital matters. 5) Become the judge’s grip.\textsuperscript{34}

Reformation of Islamic family law there are at least three typologies to map Muslim countries in carrying out family law reforms, namely: first, Muslim countries that do not want to make reforms and still enforce family law as stipulated in the \textit{fiqh} books of the school of faith like Saudi Arabia. Secondly, Muslim countries that have entirely abandoned Islamic family law and instead took European Civil law such as Turkey. Third, the Islamic state that seeks to enforce Islamic family law but is implementing reforms here and there like Jordan, Indonesia.\textsuperscript{35}

Concerning the process of reformulating \textit{fiqh} in the form of a Law as seen in Law No. 1 of 1974, it can be sorted into four possibilities, namely: first, the Law has wholly followed the \textit{fiqh munakahat}. It even seems to quote directly from Al-Quran is an example of the provisions regarding the prohibition of marriage and the provisions regarding the period of iddah for a divorced wife from her husband, which is then spelled out in government regulations. Secondly, the provisions contained in the Law are not included in the \textit{fiqh munakahat} any school of thought


\textsuperscript{35}Muhammadong, \textit{op.Cit.}, p. 81.
because it is administrative and not substantial can be added to the *fiqh* as a record of marriage and marriage prevention. Third, the provisions in the Law are not found in the *fiqh* books of various schools, but due to the consideration of the benefit of these provisions can be accepted such as the minimum age limit of the prospective spouse to marry and the provisions of joint property in marriage. Fourth, the provisions contained in the Law outwardly appear to contradict the provisions of *fiqh munakahat* in various schools but by using reinterpretation, and considering the benefit of these provisions can be accepted. The intended provisions, such as the requirement for divorce before the court and the requirement for polygamy permit by the court and divorce, must be based on the reasons specified in the Act.36

D. Conclusion

The rearrangement and dynamization of family law in Indonesia, when viewed in the context of Islamic law reform, presents a unique and problematic portrait of reform. It is said so because Indonesia applies three legal systems, namely customary law, Islamic law, and Western law. Aspects related to the renewal of family law in Indonesia include: methodological aspects, social aspects, and material aspects. The process of reformulating *fiqh* into the form of an Act can be seen in Law Number 1 of 1974, then it can be divided into four possibilities, namely: First, the Law has wholly followed the *fiqh munakahat* and even seems to quote directly from the Al-Quran; Secondly, the provisions contained in the Law are entirely absent from the *fiqh munakahat* any school of thought because they are administrative rather than substantial can be added to *fiqh* as marriage registration and marriage prevention; Third, the provisions in the Act are not found in the *fiqh* books of various schools but because of consideration of the benefit of these

provisions can be accepted; and Fourth, the provisions contained in the Act outwardly appear to contradict the provisions of *fiqh munakahat* in various schools but by using reinterpretation and considering the benefit of these provisions can be accepted.
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